Integrating genome-wide association study and methylation functional annotation data identified candidate genes and pathways for schizophrenia.
Schizophrenia (SCZ) is a severe mental disorder. Both environmental and genetic factors contribute to the development of SCZ. The estimated heritability of SCZ is about 80%. Previous genetic studies of SCZ mainly focused on the genetic variations associated the risk of SCZ. Limited efforts are paid to explore the roles and biological mechanism of nuclear acid methylation implicated in the pathogenesis of SCZ. A two-stage integrative analysis of SCZ GWAS and nuclear acid methylation functional annotation data (including meQTLs and m6A) was performed in this study. First, the discovery GWAS of SCZ was aligned with genomic meQTLs and m6A annotation data to identify the candidate genes associated with SCZ. Second, another independent replication GWAS dataset of SCZ was applied to validate the discovery results. Furthermore, the functional relevance of identified candidate genes with SCZ were validated by the mRNA expression profiling of SCZ brain tissues. Gene ontology (GO) and pathway enrichment analysis of identified candidate genes was performed by the DAVID tool. The two-stage integrative analysis detected 106 meQTLs related candidate genes for SCZ. After comparing with the differentially expressed genes in SCZ brain tissues, 49 overlapped genes were identified for meQTLs, such as ZSCAN12, BTN3A2 and HLA-DQA1. Besides, for meQTLs, 29 SCZ associated pathways and 56 SCZ associated GO terms were detected, such as cell adhesion molecules and asthma. For m6A, 25 candidate genes were detected by the two-stage integrative analysis for SCZ, such as ZSCAN12, HLA-DQA1 and SNX19. Furthermore, 17 of the 25 genes were detected in the mRNA expression profiling of SCZ brain tissues. This study identified multiple SCZ associated genes and pathways, supporting the implication of nuclear acid methylation in the pathogenesis of SCZ.